Abstract. Krylov subspace methods are among the most efficient present-day solvers for large scale linear algebra problems. Nevertheless, classic Krylov subspace method algorithms do not scale well on massively parallel hardware due to the synchronization bottlenecks induced by the computation of dot products throughout the algorithms. Communication-hiding pipelined Krylov subspace methods offer increased parallel scalability. One of the first published methods in this class is the pipelined Conjugate Gradient method (p-CG), which exhibits increased speedups on parallel machines. This is achieved by overlapping the time-consuming global communication phase with useful (independent) computations such as spmvs, hence reducing the impact of global communication as a synchronization bottleneck and avoiding excessive processor idling. However, on large numbers of processors the time spent in the global communication phase can be much higher than the time required for computing a single spmv. This work extends the pipelined CG method to deeper pipelines, which allows further scaling when the global communication phase is the dominant time-consuming factor. By overlapping the global all-to-all reduction phase in each CG iteration with the next l spmvs (pipelining), the method is able to hide communication latency behind computational work. The derivation of the p(l)-CG algorithm is based on similar principles as the existing p(l)-GMRES method. A number of theoretical properties and implementation details of the p(l)-CG method are presented, including a preconditioned version of the algorithm. Experimental results are presented to demonstrate the possible performance gains of using deeper pipelines for solving large scale symmetric linear systems with the new CG method variant.
1. Introduction. Krylov subspace methods [24, 30, 33, 36, 40] are well-known as efficient iterative solvers for large scale linear systems of the general form Ax = b, where A is an n × n matrix and b ∈ R n . These iterative algorithms construct a sequence of approximate solutions {x i } i with x i ∈ x 0 + span{r 0 , Ar 0 , A 2 r 0 , . . . , A i−1 r 0 }, where r 0 = b − Ax 0 is the initial residual. The Conjugate Gradient (CG) method [28] , which allows for the solution of systems with symmetric and positive definite (SPD) matrices A, is generally considered as the first Krylov subspace method. Driven by the ongoing transition of hardware towards the exascale regime, research on the scalability of Krylov subspace methods on massively parallel architectures has recently (re)gained attention in the scientific computing community [16, 17, 18] . Since for many applications the system operator A is sparse (and sometimes only given by a local stencil) and thus rather inexpensive to apply in terms of computational and communication cost, the main bottleneck for efficient parallel execution is typically not the sparse matrix-vector product (spmv), but the communication overhead due to global reductions in dot product computations and the related global synchronization bottleneck. Indeed, the dot product of two vectors requires the local computation of the dot product contributions, followed by a global reduction tree of height O(log(P )), where P is the number of nodes. Even when inter-node communication is very efficient, the explicit synchronization of processes involved in this reduction makes the dot product one of the most time consuming operations in the Krylov subspace algorithm on large parallel hardware. includes preconditioning. Section 3 gives an overview of some crucial implementation issues and corresponding solutions related to the new p(l)-CG algorithm. This section contributes to a better understanding of some of the key aspects of the method. Numerical experiments that validate the p(l)-CG method are provided in Section 4. The experimental results illustrate the attainable speedup of deeper pipelines on a distributed multicore hardware setup, but also comment on the possibly reduced attainable accuracy when longer pipelines are used. The paper concludes by presenting a summary of the current work and a short discussion on future research directions in Section 5.
2. From l-length pipelined GMRES to l-length pipelined CG. In the following exposition we will use the classic notation V k = [v 0 , . . . , v k−1 ] for the orthonormal basis of the k-th Krylov subspace K k (A, v 0 ). Here the index k denotes the number of basis vectors v j in V k , with indices j ranging from 0 up to k − 1. The length of each basis vector v j is the column dimension of the system matrix A and should be clear from the context.
Brief recapitulation of p(l)-GMRES.
Let V i−l+1 := [v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v i−l ] be the orthonormal basis for the Krylov subspace K i−l+1 (A, v 0 ). These vectors satisfy the Arnoldi relation AV j = V j+1 H j+1,j for 1 ≤ j ≤ i − l, where H j+1,j is the (j + 1) × j upper Hessenberg matrix. This translates in vector notation to:
We define the auxiliary vectors Z i+1 := [z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z i−l , z i−l+1 , . . . , z i ] as
where the polynomials P i (t) are defined as (t − σ j ), i ≤ l, with shifts σ j ∈ C that will be specified later. We remark that the basis Z i+1 can alternatively be defined using three-term recurrences, see Remark 3 and [22] , Section 4.3 for more details on choosing the basis. Note that for any i ≥ 0 the basis V i and Z i span the same Krylov subspace. For j < l one has the following relation for successive z j :
(4) z j+1 = (A − σ j I)z j , 0 ≤ j < l, whereas for j > l we multiply relation (1) for v j−l by P l (A) to obtain the recurrence (5) z j = Az j−1 − j−l−1 k=0 h k,j−l−1 z k+l h j−l,j−l−1 , l < j ≤ i.
These recursive relations for the vectors z j can be summarized in the Arnoldi-type matrix identity The following theorem allows to extend the Krylov subspace basis V i−l+1 when the basis transformation matrix G i−l+1 , defined in the theorem below, has been computed using the auxiliary basis Z i−l+1 .
Theorem 1.
[Ghysels et al. [22] ] Suppose k > l and let V k be an orthonormal basis for the k-th Krylov subspace K k (A, v 0 ). Let Z k be a set of vectors defined by (2) . Then the identity Z j = V j G j holds for all j ≤ k, with G j an upper triangular j × j matrix. The entries of the last column of G k , i.e. g j,k−1 (with j = 0, . . . , k − 1), can be computed using the elements of G k−1 and the dot products (z k−1 , v j ) for j ≤ k − l − 1 and (z k−1 , z j ) for k − l − 1 < j ≤ k − 1.
Proof. The proof of this theorem was given in [22] . We briefly summarize some details here that are required to formulate the p(l)-GMRES algorithm and, further on, the p(l)-CG algorithm. The last column of the basis transformation matrix G k can be computed as follows. From z k−1 = v 0 g 0,k−1 + v 1 g 1,k−1 + . . . + v k−1 g k−1,k−1 it follows by taking a dot product with v j on both sides that (z k−1 , v j ) = g j,k−1 for j = 0, . . . , k − 1. For j ≤ k − l − 1 the coefficients g j,k−1 can be readily computed since the dot products (z k−1 , v j ) are available. For k − l − 1 < j ≤ k − 1 we have
Given the set of vectors Z i−l+2 , the basis V i−l+1 can easily be extended to V i−l+2 by applying the theorem with k = i − l + 2. As soon as the dot products (z i−l+1 , v j ) are calculated for 0 ≤ j ≤ i − 2l + 1 and (z i−l+1 , z j ) for i − 2l + 1 < j ≤ i − l + 1, the vector v i−l+1 can be computed recursively as (9) v
For k > 0, the Hessenberg matrix H k+1,k can be computed from the matrices H k,k−1 , G k+1 and B k+1,k in a column-wise fashion as follows.
Theorem 2. [Ghysels et al. [22] ] Assume k > 0. Let G k+1 be the upper triangular basis transformation matrix for which Z k+1 = V k+1 G k+1 and let B k+1,k be the upper Hessenberg matrix that 
if a ≥ 0 then 8:
ga+1,a+1 := ga+1,a+1 − a k=0 g 2 k,a+1 ;
10:
# Check for breakdown and restart if required 11: if a < l then 12: hj,a := (gj,a+1 + σagj,a − a−1 k=0 h j,k g k,a )/ga,a; j = 0, . . . , a
13:
ha+1,a := ga+1,a+1/ga,a;
14:
hj,a := (
ha+1,a := (ga+1,a+1h a+1−l,a−l )/ga,a;
17:
end if 18: va+1 := (za+1 − a j=0 gj,a+1vj)/ga+1,a+1;
19:
hj,az j+l )/ha+1,a;
20:
end if 21: gj,i+1 := (zi+1, vj); j = 0, . . . , a + 1 (zi+1, zj); j = a + 2, . . . , i + 1 22: end for 23: ym := argmin Hm+1,mym − r0 2 e1 2; 24: xm := x0 + Vmym; connects the vectors in Z k via AZ k = Z k+1 B k+1,k . Then the Hessenberg matrix for the basis V k+1 can be constructed column by column as
Proof. The proof follows directly from the expression
k , which is derived using the Arnoldi identity AV k = V k+1 H k+1,k , the basis transformation Z k+1 = V k+1 G k+1 and the Arnoldi type relation AZ k = Z k+1 B k+1,k , see [22] for more details.
Once the Hessenberg matrix H i−l+2,i−l+1 has been computed, the basis Z i+1 can be extended to Z i+2 by adding the vector z i+1 that can be computed using the expressions (4)-(5). The above considerations lead to the p(l)-GMRES algorithm shown in Alg. 1. 
More information on this topic can be found in the work by Hoemmen [29] and in the original paper [22] by Ghysels et al..
Deriving p(l)-CG from p(l)-GMRES.
We now derive the p(l)-CG algorithm starting from on the Arnoldi procedure in p(l)-GMRES, Alg. 1, based on arguments that are similar to the ones used in the classical derivation of CG from GMRES, see e.g. [36, 40, 30] .
2.2.1. Exploiting the symmetry: the Hessenberg matrix. The application of the p(l)-GMRES algorithm to a symmetric matrix A induces symmetry and tridiagonalization of the Hessenberg matrix H i−l+2,i−l+1 . This implies a number of simplifications can be made to the algorithm. Notably, only three Hessenberg elements need to be computed in each iteration i in lines 12/13 and 15/16 of Alg. 1, namely h i−l−1,i−l , h i−l,i−l and h i−l+1,i−l . Moreover, due to symmetry h i−l−1,i−l equals h i−l,i−l−1 , which has already been computed in iteration i − 1. Furthermore, the ranges of the sums in the right-hand side of the expressions for h i−l,i−l and h i−l+1,i−l , see (10) , are reduced significantly, as indicated by the following theorem.
Corollary 4. Let A be a symmetric matrix, let k > 0 and let the matrices V k+1 , Z k+1 , G k+1 , B k+1,k and H k,k−1 as defined in Theorem 2 be available. Then the tridiagonal Hessenberg matrix H k+1,k for the basis V k+1 can be constructed using H k,k−1 and the following expressions for h k−1,k−1 and h k,k−1 :
Note that for the limit cases k = 1 and k = l + 1 the values h 0,−1 and h −1,0 that appear in the above expressions should be considered zero.
Proof. It suffices to compute the entries h k−1,k−1 and h k,k−1 of H k+1,k , since h k−2,k−1 = h k−1,k−2 due to symmetry and h j,k−1 = 0 for 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 3 since H k+1,k is tridiagonal. The expressions (11) and (12) are derived directly from Theorem 2 using the fact that H k+1,k is a tridiagonal matrix.
Applying the above theorem with k = i − l + 1 allows us to compute the Hessenberg matrix H i−l+2,i−l+1 in iteration i. For brevity we use the short index notation a := i−l that was previously introduced in Alg. 1, where we assume a ≥ 0 such that k = a + 1 > 0. The element h a,a in H a+2,a+1 is characterized by expression (11) . The first line of (11) dictates that for 0 ≤ a < l:
Note that for a = 0 the term −h a,a−1 g a−1,a /g a,a drops. Analogously, from the second line in (11) it follows that for a ≥ l:
where for a = l the term g a,a−1 h a−l−1,a−l /g a,a should be omitted. The update for h a+1,a follows from (12) with k = a + 1, i.e.:
which are identical to the expressions on line 13 and 16 in Alg. 1.
In addition, the recurrence for the auxiliary basis vector z i+1 , given by (5) for the p(l)-GMRES method, can due to symmetry be simplified as follows:
leading to a simple three-term recurrence relation for the vectors in the auxiliary basis Z i when the operator A is symmetric.
2.2.2.
The band structure of G k . The symmetry of the matrix A induces a particular band structure for the upper triangular basis transformation matrix G k as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let A be a symmetric matrix, assume i ≥ l and let
be the auxiliary basis, where the i-th basis vector is
Proof. Using the relation Z i+1 = V i+1 G i+1 for the auxiliary variable z i we obtain (z i , v j ) = g j,i . For a symmetric matrix A the corresponding Hessenberg matrix H i+1,i is tridiagonal and we have, using the Arnoldi relation (1), for any σ ∈ C that:
where δ m,i is the Kronecker delta function. Since
This procedure can be continued by repeatedly replacing (A − σ i ) using the Arnoldi relation. Each application of (A − σ i ) increases the index range of the sum over the basis vectors v j . The first application leads to basis vectors v i−l−1 , v i−l , v i−l+1 , the second application adds v i−l−2 and v i−l+2 , etc. Subsequent applications of the shifted operator will each add one vector at the lower index end and one at the upper index end. Since P l (A) is of order l, the following 2l + 1 vectors will eventually occur in the sum:
The orthonormality of V i+1 implies the right-hand side dot product is zero for all j < i − 2l and j > i. Thus for each column index k ≤ i only the elements g k−2l,k , g k−2l+1,k , . . . , g k−1,k , g k,k may be different from zero, and the upper triangular matrix G i+1 has a band structure with a band width of at most 2l + 1 non-zeros.
The band structure of the matrix G k further simplifies the algorithm. Again using the short notation a := i − l for the shifted index, the construction of the basis transformation matrix can be written in reduced form as follows. In the symmetric case the expression for g j,a+1 (see Alg. 1, line 8) that is derived from expression (7) reads:
where the sum includes only the non-zero elements g k,a+1 for which a + 1 − 2l ≤ k ≤ a + 1. The computation of g a+1,a+1 (Alg. 1, line 9), see (8) , is treated in a similar way, yielding:
Furthermore, by exploiting the band structure of G a+2 for symmetric matrices A the recurrence for v a+1 (line 18), given in general by (9) , is rewritten as:
, such that the recurrence for v a+1 is only based on the 2l previous basis vectors v a−2l+1 , . . . , v a . Finally, since it follows from Lemma 5 that many entries of G i+2 effectively equal zero, not all dot products (z i+1 , z j ) and (z i+1 , v j ) in iteration i of the algorithm (see Alg. 1, line 21) need to be computed. Indeed, we only compute the corresponding dot products for j = max(0, i − 2l + 1), . . . , i + 1. For i < l we have (21) g j,i+1 = (z i+1 , z j ), j = 0, . . . , i + 1, and for i ≥ l it holds that
Remark 6. Symmetry structure of G k . Apart from the band structure, the basis transformation matrix G k has a particular symmetry when the system matrix A is symmetric. Indeed, for any i ≥ l and 0 ≤ k ≤ l it holds:
such that the upper triangular matrix G k is 'symmetric' around the l-th upper diagonal.
Towards p(l)-CG.
To compute the solution x m after the p(l)-GMRES iteration has finished and the Krylov subspace basis V m has been constructed, the p(l)-GMRES algorithm minimizes the Euclidean norm of the residual b − Ax k 2 over the Krylov subspace K k (A, r 0 ) as follows: (23) min [36] . In this section the p(l)-CG method is derived as a symmetric variant of the FOM algorithm. As a side-note we also remark that by only exploiting the symmetry of the matrix but constructing the solution using the minimization procedure (23) like in Alg. 1 one could derive a pipelined version of the Minimal Residual method (MINRES) [34, 36] , which can be applied to symmetric and indefinite systems. However, we focus on deriving a deep pipelined variant of the more widely used CG method in this work.
Let the index a := i − l be defined like before. For notational convenience the elements of the tridiagonal matrix H a+2,a+1 , which is constructed in iteration i by (13)- (14) , are renamed in the symmetric setting. Denote γ k := h k,k and δ k := h k+1,k for any 0 ≤ k ≤ a. To avoid confusion we stress that the scalar δ k defined here is not the double-indexed Kronecker delta function that was used in Lemma 5. Then H a+2,a+1 is completely defined by the two arrays (γ k ) k=0,...,a and (δ k ) k=0,...,a . The Conjugate Gradients symmetric tridiagonal matrix T a+1 is obtained by omitting the last row of the Hessenberg matrix H a+2,a+1 .
Following the procedure outlined in [36, 40, 30] , we now replace the minimization procedure (23) (Alg. 1, line 23) by an iterative update of the solution x a based on a search direction p a as defined below. Assume that the LU-factorization of the tridiagonal matrix T a+1 = L a+1 U a+1 is given by
Note that the upper diagonal of U a+1 is trivially the upper diagonal of T a+1 , i.e. β k = δ k−1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ a. Furthermore γ 0 = η 0 , and it follows from the above that δ k−1 = λ k η k−1 , or equivalently
Finally, we find an expression for η k by remarking that
. In summary, the following expressions allow to compute the elements of the lower/upper triangular matrices L a+1 and U a+1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ a:
From (24) it follows that the approximate solution x a+1 is given by (27) 
where the search directions P a+1 are defined as
yielding the recurrence for the search directions p k :
Denoting the elements of the vector
Hence, the scalar ζ k is computed in each iteration using the recursion:
Using the search direction p a and the scalar ζ a , which are both updated recursively in each iteration, the approximate solution x a is updated using the recurrence:
By merging this recursive update for the solution with the simplifications suggested in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we obtain a new iterative scheme which we will denote as l-length pipelined CG, or p(l)-CG for short. The corresponding algorithm is shown in Alg. 2.
Remark 8. CG vs. D-Lanczos. An important remark on nomenclature should be made here. Following the above derivation, it is clear that the algorithm derived here is mathematically equivalent (i.e. in exact arithmetic) to the direct Lanczos (or D-Lanczos) method [36] , rather than the CG method. Indeed, Alg. 2 could alternatively be called ' p(l)-D-Lanczos'. The difference between the two methods is subtle. Unlike classic CG the D-Lanczos algorithm may break down even in exact arithmetic due to a possible division by zero in the recurrence relation (28) , which stems from the implicit Gaussian elimination without pivoting. Apart from this possible (yet rarely occurring) instability however, Alg. 2 is mathematically equivalent to the CG method, and the convergence histories of both methods coincide (for any choice of l), see Fig. 1 . Indeed, since Alg. 2 is intrinsically based on the residual orthogonality and search direction A-orthogonality that are the key properties of the CG method, we denote Alg. 2 as p(l)-CG.
Remark 9. Other pipelined variants. Related to the above comment, note that it is possible to use alternative formulations of the CG algorithm to derive other pipelined algorithmic variants that are mathematically equivalent to the CG method. For example, the three-term Conjugate Gradient formulation from [36] can be rewritten into a pipelined variant that produces identical iteraties to CG in exact arithmetic, although we will not expound on the details of this method here. 
# Check for breakdown and restart if required 11: if a < l then 12: γa := (ga,a+1 + σaga,a − δa−1ga−1,a)/ga,a;
13:
δa := ga+1,a+1/ga,a;
γa := (ga,aγ a−l + ga,a+1δ a−l − δa−1ga−1,a)/ga,a;
16:
δa := (ga+1,a+1δ a−l )/ga,a; λa := δa−1/ηa−1;
32:
ηa := γa − λaδa−1;
33:
ζa := −λaζa−1;
34:
pa := (va − δa−1pa−1)/ηa; 35: xa := xa−1 + ζa−1pa−1;
36:
end if 37: end for Remark 10. Comparison to p-CG from Ghysels et al. [23] . The derivation of the p(l)-CG method above largely follows the classic procedure from [36, 40, 30] but does not include the typical recurrence relation for the residual. Introducing a residual recurrence relation and rewriting this expression to achieve an overlap between global communication and spmv computation would lead to the pipelining approach proposed in [23] to derive the p-CG and p-CR methods. Although the p-CG and p(l)-CG variants are both denoted as 'pipelined CG methods', the approach to pipelining proposed in this work fundamentally differs from the procedure in [23] and the resulting algorithms are quite different from a numerical perspective.
Remark 11. Storage requirements. Similar to the classic CG method compared to GMRES, a clear advantage of the pipelined p(l)-CG method, Alg. 2, in comparison with p(l)-GMRES, Alg. 1, is its reduced storage requirements. In p(l)-GMRES the complete basis V i−l+1 and the complete basis Z i+1 need to be build and stored during the run of the algorithm, since all basis vectors are required in the recurrences for the next basis vectors (see Alg. 1 lines 18, 19 and 21). In contrast, p(l)-CG only requires to store the last (2l + 1) v j vectors (i.e. v a−2l+1 , . . . , v a+1 ) and the last (l + 1) z j vectors (i.e. z i−l+1 , . . . , z i+1 ) to recursively compute v a+1 , z i+1 and the required dot products (Alg. 2 lines 18, 19, 22 and 24) . Note that in the case l = 1 a minimum storage of 3 z j vectors, namely z i−1 , z i and z i+1 , is required. Further implementation details can be found in Section 3.
Remark 12. Square root breakdown. The l-length pipelined CG algorithm requires the computation of a square root to calculate g a+1,a+1 (Alg. 2, line 9) in each iteration. Hence, unlike other more common variants of the CG algorithm [35, 32, 8, 23] , p(l)-CG may break down when the sum under the square root becomes negative or zero, just like the p(l)-GMRES algorithm. When g a+1,a+1 − a k=a+1−2l g 2 k,a+1 = 0 (or sufficiently close to zero in finite precision arithmetic) a happy breakdown occurs, implying the solution has been found. A value (g a+1,a+1 − a k=a+1−2l g 2 k,a+1 ) < 0 signals a loss of basis orthogonality and indicates a hard breakdown, which is commonly caused by numerical rounding errors in finite precision arithmetic. In this case the algorithm has not converged yet and a restart or a re-orthogonalization of the Krylov subspace basis is required before continuing. In this work we opt for an explicit restart when a square root breakdown occurs, using the last computed solution x k as the new initial guess. Other restart or re-orthogonalization strategies are possible [2, 36] , but a discussion on these techniques is beyond the scope of this work. For clarity we stress that the square root breakdown is intrinsic to the pipelining procedure and as such is unrelated to the possible instability in the D-Lanczos method that was pointed out in Remark 8.
The residual norm in p(l)-CG.
Like in the p(l)-GMRES algorithm, the p(l)-CG iteration in principle does not compute the residual. This is in contrast with most (communication reducing) variants of the CG method, where typically the residual is computed recursively in each iteration to update the solution, see e.g. [23] or [7] . The residual norm, however, is a useful measure of deviation from the actual solution that allows (among others) to formulate appropriate stopping criteria for the p(l)-CG method. Adding an extra spmv to explicitly compute the residual vector in each iteration is not advisable, since it would significantly increase the computational cost of the algorithm. The following property allows to compute the residual norm in each iteration of the p(l)-CG algorithm without the explicit computation of the residual vector.
Theorem 13. Let the search directions P a+1 of the p(l)-CG method be defined by p 0 = v 0 /η 0 and the recurrence (28), i.e.
Let the solution x a+1 be given by x a+1 = x 0 + P a+1 q a+1 , where q a+1 = (ζ 0 , . . . , ζ a )
T is characterized by the entries ζ 0 = r 0 2 and
Proof. The first part of the proof follows the classic argumentation of Saad in [36] , p.160. The residual r k with 0 ≤ k ≤ a is given by: where the last equality holds since r 0 2 v 0 − V k T k y k = 0, see (24) , and The equality |ζ k | = r k 2 always holds in exact arithmetic, but the introduction of rounding errors in a practical finite precision setting may contaminate the recurrence for ζ k in each iteration, leading to deviations from the actual residual norm. This behavior can be observed for a small-sized model problem in Fig. 1 . In early iterations the difference between the recursively computed |ζ k | and explicitly computed residual norm b − Ax k 2 is invisible on the plot, since it is small compared to the size of |ζ k |. However, when the actual residual stagnates and the value |ζ k | converges to a level smaller than the accumulated errors, we start to notice this effect.
Remark 14. The characterization of the residual norm using |ζ a | = r a 2 allows to add a stopping criterion to Alg. 2. Given a relative residual tolerance τ (input variable), the following classic stopping criterion can for example be added after line 35 in Alg. 2:
Note that the location of the stopping criterion in the algorithm is important. Indeed, the above check could be performed immediately after ζ a has been computed in Alg. 2 on line 33; however, the update of the solution x a that corresponds to the residual |ζ a | = r a 2 is only computed on line 35.
Remark 15. In light of Remark 14 and the discussion in Section 2.2.3, the reader may note that it is in fact possible to already update the next solution x a+1 (a := i − l) in iteration i of Alg. 2. Indeed, one could compute x a+1 = x a +ζ a p a , see (27) , on line 35 of Alg. 2, since the search direction p a and the scalar ζ a are both computed in iteration i. While x a+1 could be updated in iteration i, the corresponding residual norm |ζ a+1 | is available only after executing line 33 in iteration i + 1 (at which point the stopping criterion could be checked). In order to keep the solution and residual norm within a single iteration in sync, and to retain the analogy with Alg. 1 where after m + l steps the solution x m is computed, we opt to compute the solution x a in iteration i in Alg. 2 in this work.
Preconditioned p(l)-CG.
Preconditioning is widely considered to be a crucial aspect for the efficient solution of many large scale linear systems. We therefore discuss the extension of the p(l)-CG algorithm to include a preconditioner in this section. Our methodology follows the derivation of the preconditioned CG and p-CG methods as outlined in e.g. [23] . We aim to iteratively solve the system M −1 Ax = M −1 b where both A and M are symmetric positive definite matrices. In this setting the approximate solutions x i lie in the subspace x 0 + K i (M −1 A, r 0 ). However, the symmetry of A and M in general does not imply that the preconditioned system is symmetric. To preserve symmetry we use the observation that M −1 A is self-adjoint with respect to the M inner product (x, y) M = (M x, y) = (x, M y). 
where P i (t) is defined by (3) . Note that the recurrence relations (4) and (16) for the basis vectors z j in the preconditioned case can now be summarized as:
In addition to the basis Z i+1 , we define the unpreconditioned auxiliary basis
The matrix M is generally not explicitly available; however, for i = 0 the first auxiliary vectorsẑ 0 and z 0 can be computed asẑ 0 = M r 0 / r 0 M = (b − Ax 0 )/ r 0 M and z 0 = M
−1ẑ
0 . By multiplying both sides in the recurrence relations (32) for z i+1 by M one readily derives recurrence relations for the unpreconditioned basis vectorẑ i+1 , resulting in:
The preconditioned auxiliary basis vector z i+1 can be computed after the spmv Az i has been computed by applying the preconditioner to Az i and using expression (32) .
Given the basis vectors V i−l+1 ,Ẑ i+1 and Z i+1 , we now replace the usual Euclidean dot product in Alg. 2 with the M dot product. Hence, the dot products g j,i+1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ i + 1 are computed as follows. For i < l, see (21) , it holds that
and for i ≥ l we find, see (22) ,
With the above definitions, Lemma 5 holds for the preconditioned pipelined CG method with the adapted definition g j,i = (z i , v j ) M = (ẑ i , v j ). Consequently, the preconditioned p(l)-CG algorithm is a direct extension of Alg. 2, with reformulated dot products and the addition of the recurrence relation (34) for the unpreconditioned auxiliary variableẑ i+1 . Note that for the preconditioned system Theorem 13 still holds, but the Euclidean 2-norm of r k in the formulation of the theorem should be replaced by the M -norm of r k . That is: for any iteration k in preconditioned p(l)-CG it holds that
The preconditioned p(l)-CG algorithm thus intrinsically computes the M -norm of the residual in every iteration.
Remark 16. Newton basis shifts. The preconditioned linear system also allows for the use of a shifted Newton-type basis for the polynomials P i (M −1 A) that are used to defineẑ i+1 and z i+1 as illustrated by (32) and (34). However, since the preconditioner application also overlaps with global communication, it may not be required to use deep pipelines in practice when the preconditioner application is sufficiently computationally expensive with respect to the global reduction phase.
3. Implementation considerations. Section 2 gave an overview of the mathematical properties of the p(l)-CG method, ultimately leading to Alg. 2. In this section we comment on several important technical aspects concerning the implementation of the p(l)-CG algorithm.
Hiding communication in p(l)-CG.
Alg. 2 gives the classic algebraic formulation of the p(l)-CG method. However, it may not be directly apparent from this formulation where the overlap of global communication with computational work occurs throughout the algorithm. We therefore introduce a schematic kernel-based representation of the p(l)-CG algorithm in this section. The following computational kernels are defined in iteration i in Alg. The spmv kernel (K1) is considered as the most computationally intensive part of the algorithm, and hence should be overlapped with the global reduction phase in (K5) to hide communication latency and idle core time. The kernels (K2), (K3), (K4) and (K6) represent purely local scalar and vector operations which are assumed to be executed very fast. These operations are also overlapped with the global reduction phase. However, due to the low arithmetic complexity of the kernels, this overlap is not expected to yield any major performance improvement. In kernel (K5) all local contributions to the different dot products are first computed by each worker locally. Subsequently a global reduction phase is performed in which the local contributions are added pairwise via a log 2 (N ) length reduction tree, where N represents the number of workers. Once the scalar result of each dot product has been collected on a single worker, a global broadcasting phase redistributes the resulting scalars back to all workers for local use in the next iteration. The preconditioned p(l)-CG algorithm can be summarized schematically using these kernel definitions displayed in Alg. 3.
Our implementation uses MPI with the MPI-3 standard as the communication library. The (K2) scalar ;
7:
(K3) scalar ;
8:
(K4) axpy ;
9:
end if 10:
(K5) dotpr ;
11:
MPI Iallreduce(..., G(max(0,i-2l+1):i+1,i+1), ..., req(i)) ;
12:
(K6) axpy ; 
., req(i));
which starts a non-blocking reduction. Here the input argument G(i-2l+1:i+1,i+1) represents the 2l + 1 elements of the band structured basis transformation matrix G i+2 that are computed using the dot products in (K5) in iteration i, see (35)- (36) . The result of the corresponding global reduction phase is signaled to be due to arrive by the call to MPI Wait(req(i), ...);
The MPI Request array element req(i) that is passed as an input argument to MPI Wait keeps track of the iteration index in which the global reduction phase was initiated. Since the p(l)-CG method overlaps l spmv's with a single global reduction phase, the call to MPI Wait(req(i), ...) occurs effectively in iteration i + l, i.e. l iterations after the call MPI Iallreduce(..., req(i)). It is clear from the schematic representation in Alg. 3 that the global reduction phase that is initiated by MPI Iallreduce with the request req(i) in iteration i overlaps with a total of l spmv's, namely the kernels (K1) in iterations i + 1, i + 2, . . . up to i + l. Indeed, the corresponding call to MPI Wait with request req((i+l)-l) = req(i) takes place in iteration i + l before the computations of (K2) in which the results of the dot products are required, but after the spmv kernel (K1) has been executed. In addition, in each iteration the global reduction overlaps with a number of less computationally intensive operations from (K2), (K3), (K4) and (K6). Hence, we effectively achieve a pipeline of length l by hiding the global communication latency of the dot products in (K5) behind the computational work of l p(l)-CG iterations.
3.2. Storing the V k and Z k basis. A major advantage of p(l)-CG over p(l)-GMRES is its strongly reduced storage requirements. The symmetry of the matrix A induces the symmetry and tridiagonality of the matrix T k , see Corollary 4, which in turn induces a band structure for G k as shown in Theorem 5. From these considerations it follows that in iteration i of Alg. 2 only a limited number of vectors needs to be stored. In this section we comment on an efficient way to implement the storage of the basis vectors throughout the algorithm by using the concept of 'sliding windows'. and
are required in iteration i. Moreover, from iteration i onward basis vectors v j with indices j < i − 3l + 1, and vectors z j with j < i − l + 1 are not used in either the recursive vector updates or the dot products in Alg. 2, and should thus no longer be stored. Consequently, no more than 3l +2 basis vectors need to be kept in memory in any iteration of the p(l)-CG algorithm. This significantly reduces the storage overhead of the p(l)-CG algorithm compared to p(l)-GMRES, where storage requirements continue to grow with each iteration of algorithm. Figure 2 schematically shows the storage requirements in iteration i of Alg. 2. In each iteration a new auxiliary vector z i+1 is added and a new sequence of dot products is initiated. The results of the dot product calculations arrive l iterations later, see Section 3.1. Dot products that were initiated l iterations ago are then used to append a basis vector v i−l+1 to the basis.
Remark 17. A similar analysis of basis storage requirements can be performed for the preconditioned version of p(l)-CG.In addition to the 3l + 2 vectors from the basis V i−j+2 and the basis Z i+2 pointed out above, only the last three vectorsẑ i−1 ,ẑ i andẑ i+1 in the preconditioned auxiliary basisẐ i are required in the recursive update forẑ i+1 . Vectorsẑ j with j < i − 1 do not need to be stored from iteration i onward since they are not used in the current or future iterations of the algorithm.Hence, in the preconditioned case a maximum of 3l + 5 basis vectors needs to be stored at any point during the algorithm.
3.2.2.
A practical basis storage framework using sliding windows. Since in each iteration i of Alg. 2 only the last l + 1 vectors z i−l+1 , . . . , z i+1 are required, these vectors are stored
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where vectors z j in the sliding window are listed from high to low index, i.e. for i ≥ l the vector in the first position in the sliding window is z i+1 , and the vector in the last position is z i−l+1 , see also Fig. 2 . A particular vector z j with max(0, i − l + 1) ≤ j ≤ i + 1 can be accessed fromZ i as follows:
For iterations 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 the windowZ i is being filled up by simply adding vectors as follows:
From iteration i = l onward the window effectively starts to slide: the most recently computed basis vector z i+1 is written to positionZ i (0), and the vectors z i , . . . , z i−l from the previous window Z i−1 are all moved one space to a higher position in the windowZ i . As a result of this procedure the vector z i−l is dropped from the windowZ i . Hence we obtain for i ≥ l:
The procedure for filling and maintaining the sliding windowZ i is illustrated in Fig. 3 for pipeline length l = 2. In this case the windowZ i contains l + 1 = 3 vectors in each iteration i ≥ l − 1. Similarly to the auxiliary basis Z i+2 , each p(l)-CG iteration i uses the last 2l + 1 basis vectors v i−3l+1 , . . . , v i−l+1 ∈ V i−l+2 to update the solution, see Alg. 2. These basis vectors are stored using a second sliding windowV i consisting of 2l + 1 vectors, where again the index i refers to the iteration. The windowV i is defined similarly to the windowZ i above, i.e.: 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i Fig. 4 . Schematic representation of the sliding storage windowV i (j) in the first 10 iterations of Alg. 2 for pipeline length l = 2. The blue box indicates the initial filling of the window in iterations l up to 3l − 1, after the windowZ i has been completely filled, see Fig. 3 . The windowV i effectively starts sliding from iteration 3l onward. and a particular vector v j with max(0, i − 3l + 1) ≤ j ≤ i − l + 1 can be accessed fromV i as follows:
The windowV i for the basis V i−l+2 only starts to get filled once the windowZ i for the auxiliary basis Z i+2 has been completely filled. Indeed, for iterations 0 up to l − 1 no vectors v i−l+1 are computed in Alg. 2, i.e.:
In iterations l up to 3l − 1 the windowV i is gradually filled by adding one vector v i−l+1 in each iteration i:
The windowV i is completely filled for the first time in iteration 3l − 1. Consequently,V i effectively starts to slide from iteration 3l onwards, i.e.: Remark 18. The concept of sliding windows can analogously be applied to the basisẐ i in the preconditioned version of the l-length pipelined CG method.The sliding window for the preconditioned auxiliary basisẐ i+2 is however limited to the last three vectorsẑ i−1 ,ẑ i andẑ i+1 , since only these vectors need to be stored in iteration i of the algorithm, see Remark 17.
Remark 19. The sliding of the window can easily be implemented in practice by re-addressing the pointers to the array elements in the windowsZ i andV i . For example, the C-code snippet illustrates the sliding of the windowZ i in iteration i ≥ l, where Z VEC is an array of pointers to the vectors inZ i . The pointers are cycled such that z i+1 = Az i can be added to the window asZ i (0).
Experimental results.
Parallel performance measurements in this section result from a PETSc [3] implementation of p(l)-CG on a distributed memory machine using the message passing paradigm. The p(l)-CG method is validated on a two-dimensional Laplacian PDE model with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, discretized using second order finite differences on a uniform n = n x × n y point discretization of the unit square. The resulting 5-point stencil Poisson problem forms the basis for many HPC applications to which the pipelined CG method can be applied. The conditioning of these types of systems is typically bad for large problem sizes, implying that iterative solution using Krylov subspace methods is non-trivial.
Parallel performance.
Test setup 1. The first parallel strong scaling experiment is performed on a small cluster with 20 compute nodes, consisting of two 6-core Intel Xeon X5660 Nehalem 2.80 GHz processors each (12 cores per node). Nodes are connected by 4 × QDR InfiniBand technology (32 Gb/s point-to-point bandwidth). We use PETSc version 3.6.3 [3] . The MPI library used for this experiment is MPICH-3.1. is t(spmv + 2 glred)/ max(t(spmv), t(glred)/l) where t(spmv) is the time to apply the matrix (and preconditioner) and t(glred) is the time of one global reduction phase. This simple model neglects the time spent in local operations and thus holds only on large numbers of nodes. In the ideal scenario for p(l)-CG when t(glred) = l t(spmv), the model suggests that the maximal speedup of p(l)-CG over CG is a factor (2l + 1)×.
Test setup 2. A second strong scaling experiment on a different hardware setup is shown in Fig. 6 . Here a medium-sized cluster with 48 compute nodes consisting of two 14-core Intel E5-2680v4 Broadwell generation CPUs connected through an EDR InfiniBand network is used. PETSc version 3.7.6 and MPICH-3.3a2 are installed on the machine. A 1750 × 1750 2D Poisson type linear system with right-hand side b = Ax, wherex j = 1, is solved on this system with initial guess x 0 = 0. The outcome of the resulting strong scaling experiment is shown in Fig. 6 . Note that the number of iterations was capped at 1500 for this problem, which is equivalent to a relative true residual norm tolerance of 6.3e-4. Similar observations as for Fig. 5 can be made; the achievable parallel performance gain by using longer pipelines is apparent from the experiment. However, the balance between time spent in communication vs. computation is clearly different from the experiment reported in Fig. 5 . Note that on this problem for pipeline lengths l ≥ 4 the computational overhead of the initial l start-up iterations (in which the pipeline is filled) and the additional axpy operations required for the basis vector recurrences slow down the algorithm significantly. Hence, on up to 48 nodes the p(l)-CG algorithm with l = 2, 3 slightly outperforms the p(l)-CG algorithm with l ≥ 4. Deeper pipelined p(l)-CG (l ≥ 4) methods are expected to eventually scale further, achieving even better speedups beyond the number of nodes reported here. Fig. 7 shows another parallel performance experiment in the setting of Test setup 2. Contrary to Fig. 6 , here a preconditioner is included and Alg. 2 is applied to solve the preconditioned system, see Section 2.3 for details. The preconditioner is a simple block Jacobi scheme, supplied to PETSc by the argument -pc type bjacobi, where the local blocks are approximately inverted using ILU. Its straightforward parallelism makes block Jacobi an ideal preconditioner for pipelined methods, although the convergence benefit of this preconditioner may deteriorate slightly as the number of nodes increases. For preconditioned p(l)-CG Chebyshev shifts based on the interval [λ min , λ max ] = [0, 1.5] are used, cf. Remark 3.
Preconditioning.
After 600 iterations a relative residual accuracy r i 2 / b 2 ≤ 1e-3 is reached for all methods and node numbers. On 32 nodes the pipelined methods all show comparable speedups over classic CG. The p(2)-CG method outperforms p(1)-CG by a small fraction on 32 nodes. Compared to the unpreconditioned experimented reported in Figure 6 the performance gains of using longer pipelines are rather limited here. This can be understood by considering the balance between time spent in computations vs. communication. Figures 9-10 give a detailed overview of the time spent in each phase for the CG and p(1)-CG methods respectively. Note that in Figure 10 the 'glred' bar represents the part of the global communication phase that is not overlapped with the spmv and preconditioner. It is clear from Figure 10 that on up to 32 nodes there is not much more time to gain from overlapping the global communication phase with more than one spmv and preconditioner application, and hence for this problem setup the additional speedup achievable by using pipelines with l > 1 compared to p(1)-CG is expected to be small, as illustrated in Fig. 7. 4.3. Numerical accuracy. Fig. 8 presents an accuracy experiment for Test setup 1. The actual residual 2-norm r i 2 = b − Ax i 2 is shown as a function of the total CPU time spent by the algorithms. Note that the timings reported for this experiment are slightly distorted compared to Fig. 5 , since the actual residual 2-norm b − Ax i 2 is explicitly computed in each iteration of the algorithms, leading to both a computation and communication overhead. This numerical experiment hence focuses on attainable accuracy and is not entirely representative for performance. Fig. 8 indicates that the maximal attainable accuracy of the p(l)-CG method decreases with growing pipeline lengths l. It was analyzed in [12, 6] that the attainable accuracy of p-CG can be significantly worse compared to classic CG due to the propagation of local rounding errors in the vector recurrences. Whereas it is clear from the figure that the maximal attainable accuracy for p(2)-CG is worse than for p(1)-CG, the latter appears to be remarkably more numerically stable with respect to rounding errors in comparison with the original length one pipelined p-CG method from [23] . We again point out that the p-CG and p(l)-CG methods are essentially different algorithms as stated in Remark 10. Note that the p(3)-CG method encounters a square root breakdown in iteration 1393 (Fig. 8, ) and consequently performs a restart. Due to the restart the maximal attainable accuracy for p(3)-CG is comparable to p(2)-CG; however, the time required to reach this accuracy is considerably higher for p(3)-CG.
For additional insight on the issue of attainable accuracy Table 1 gives an overview of the attainable accuracy (relative true residual norm) for a variety of SPD matrices from the Matrix Market collection 2 . The number of iterations performed is fixed per problem for all methods and equals the number of iterations required for classic CG to reach its maximal attainable accuracy, i.e. the point at which the true residual stagnates. It is observed from Table 1 that the pipelined methods generally reach a lower precision compared to classic CG for the same number of spmvs. Furthermore, the loss of attainable accuracy is generally more pronounced for longer pipelines. We again note that the behavior of local rounding errors from which this loss of accuracy stems is strongly problem dependent. The inverse of the basis transformation matrix G i plays an important role in describing the propagation of these local rounding errors throughout the algorithm. A full numerical analysis of the p(l)-CG method is beyond the scope of the current work, but will be established by the authors in the near future to provide more insight in the numerical behavior of the algorithm in finite precision arithmetic. 
5.
Conclusions. This work reports on our efforts to extend the communication-hiding pipelined Conjugate Gradient (p-CG) method to deeper pipelines. The paper derives a variant of CG with deep pipelines, discusses implementation issues and presents proof-of-concept scaling results.
Contrary to the p-CG method (with pipeline length one) introduced by Ghysels et al. in 2014 [23] , the theoretical framework for the p(l)-CG algorithm is derived starting from the p(l)-GMRES method [22] , rather than the original CG method [28] . The p(l)-CG method is shown to be a simplification of the p(l)-GMRES variant from which it was derived in terms of computational and storage costs, which is achieved by exploiting the symmetry of the system matrix and by imposing residual orthogonality.
The resulting p(l)-CG algorithm aims at improving the parallel scalability of the classic CG and p-CG methods on distributed-multicore hardware. On massively parallel machines, where the overall solution time is dominated by global reduction latency, pipelined methods with deeper pipelines are able to outperform the classic CG and p-CG algorithms, as illustrated by the parallel experiments reported in this work.
Initial test results also show possible improved scalability when longer pipelines are used. However, contrary to many existing CG method variants [32, 8, 23, 7] , the p(l)-CG algorithm may encounter square root breakdowns. Moreover, unlike in other CG variants where the residual is computed recursively in each iteration, no residual is computed in p(l)-CG, although the residual norm is computed by a scalar recurrence in each iteration. An overview of implementation issues and corresponding solutions for the new CG variant is presented, including discussions on the overlap of communication latency with computational work and the introduction of a practical storage framework with sliding windows for storing the basis vectors during the run of the algorithm.
Furthermore, we observe that longer pipelines have an impact on the propagation of local rounding errors and may affect the final attainable accuracy of the solution, cf. [6, 12] .
In summary, the main result of the paper is to show that it is indeed possible to introduce longer pipelines in the CG algorithm and to give a first experimental verification of the improved scalability. However, the algorithm is rather technical to implement, requires additional storage for the auxiliary variables and features multi-term recurrences that may affect the numerical accuracy.
Several directions for future research are suggested by the remarks throughout this manuscript. The robustness of the p(l)-CG method to rounding error propagation as a function of growing pipeline lengths and the impact of deeper pipelines on attainable accuracy should be numerically analyzed in detail in future work. Furthermore, the numerical analysis is expected to warrant research into new stabilizing techniques to retain accuracy and orthogonality of the Krylov basis for deeper pipelines. Finally, although the performance results reported in this work validate the scalability of p(l)-CG for deeper pipelines, it would be interesting to perform large-scale experiments on even bigger parallel systems where very deep pipelines are expected to be even more beneficial, cf. [41] for p(l)-GMRES.
